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A SAFE AND HEALTHY 
WORKPLACE

Preventable losses negatively impact 
operational readiness and are an unacceptable 
cost of accomplishing the Navy’s mission: 
to deliver combat ready naval forces to win 
conflicts and wars while maintaining security 
and deterrence through sustained forward naval 
presence. The NAVSAFECEN Shore Safety 
Directorate is committed to providing a safe 
and healthy workplace, preserving operational 
capabilities and our most vital assets – the 
men and women who defend our nation. We 
strive to enhance readiness and preserve 
combat capabilities through informed SOH 
risk decision making across the lifecycle of 
all Naval operations. Our shared goal is for a 
department-wide culture in which protecting 
people and preserving mission capability is 
integrated across the life cycle of all operations.

Resources/
Information

Naval Safety Center public website:
http://www.navalsafetycenter.navy.mil/

Naval Safety Center CAC-enabled site:
https://intelshare.intelink.gov/sites/navsafe

CNO SAFETY AWARDS
The NAVSAFECEN Shore Safety Directorate  
reviews, evaluates and grades the nominations 
for the annual Chief of Naval Operations Safety 
Awards, based on the overall quality of shore 
installation safety programs, mishap prevention 
records and contributions to the Navy’s safety 
program.

TRAFFIC AND RECREATIONAL
OFF DUTY  SAFETY PROGRAMS

The NAVSAFECEN Shore Safety Directorate 
manages the Navy Traffic safety program and 
the Recreational and Off-Duty Safety (RODS) 
programs. The goal of these programs is to 
protect sailors and their families by reducing 
mishaps and injuries. This is accomplished 
by analyzing data, researching solutions and 
sharing information to educate the enterprise. 
NAVSAFECEN Shore Safety chairs a Navy-
wide PMV-2 Working Group established to save 
lives and reduce motorcycling mishaps.

OSHA LIAISON
NAVSAFECEN is the official liaison between the 
Navy and the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA). The NAVSAFECEN 
Shore Safety Directorate provides OSHA 
with statistical data on manpower, employee 
training programs and student numbers, as 
well as motor vehicle accident data, including a 
summary for each incident involving a fatality, 
amputation, hospitalization or loss of an eye. 
In addition to this, the NAVSAFECEN Shore 
Safety Directorate provides OSHA with an 
annual assessment of the Navy’s safety and 
health management system, consisting of Navy 
unique hazards, injuries and illness prevention 
programs, motor vehicle safety initiatives, 
incident reporting procedures, whistle blower 
protection programs, safety initiatives and the 
use of safety committees.



CONTACTS
Commander, Naval Safety Center

375 A Street
Norfolk, VA 23511

(757) 444-3520 (DSN 546)

Shore Safety Programs Director
Jonathan Wilson, CSP

jonathan.d.wilson@navy.mil
ext. 7156

Shore Safety Programs
Deputy Director

Charles Gum, CSP
charles.gum@navy.mil

ext. 7022

Navy Job Series 0018
Career Program Manager

Paul Leslie, CSP
lawrence.leslie@navy.mil

safe-cpm@navy.mil
ext. 7133

Shore Safety group email
NAVSAFECEN_GROUP20_

ASHORE@navy.mil

LEVERAGING YOU
Been there, done that? We encourage magazine 
article submissions from the fleet. To submit, email 
NAVSAFECEN_CODE521_MEDIA_COMMS@
navy.mil. You can also submit your survival and 
near-mishap stories to our lessons learned and best 
practices collection: NAVSAFECEN_CODE522_
LESSONS_LEARNED@navy.mil.

Social Media Links:
Facebook @NavalSafetyCenter
Twitter @NSC_Updates

NAVAL SAFETY CENTER
SHORE SAFETY DIRECTORATE

The Naval Safety Center (NAVSAFECEN) 
Shore Safety Directorate manages, 
coordinates, directs and assesses the planning 
and implementation for Department of the Navy 
(DON) Safety and Occupational Health (SOH), 
industrial safety, traffic safety and off-duty 
safety. The Shore Safety Directorate:
• Is DON’s SOH subject matter expert
• Establishes DON SOH, Industrial Safety, 

Traffic Safety and Recreation and Off-duty 
Safety (RODS) policies, doctrines and 
guidance

• Develops guides, briefs and standard operating 
procedures for ashore safety programs

• Conducts safety assessments of shore 
commands

• Monitors shore mishap investigations and 
reporting procedures

• Collects, evaluates and analyzes mishap 
and hazard data to identify trends in problem 
areas to support DON mishap prevention 
programs

• Supports the Navy Inspector General in 
conducting Echelon 2 command inspections, 
area visits and Health and Safety Inspections

• Chairs the Safety Quality Council
• Is the DON liaison for command Occupational 

Safety and Health Administration issues

NAVY OCCUPATIONAL 
SAFETY AND HEALTH

CAREER PROGRAM MANAGER
The NAVSAFECEN Shore Safety Directorate 
manages the Navy’s Occupational Safety 
and Health career program for more than 
1,000 Safety and Occupational Health (SOH) 
professionals throughout the Navy. The 
Career Program Manager (CPM) engages 
in all aspects of workforce planning through 
assessing workforce competencies, developing 
competency models, identifying competency 
training gaps, formulating recruitment, 
development and retention strategies and 
providing career roadmaps with a “line of sight” 
for employee career development. The CPM 
ensures training plans develop proficiencies in 
the SOH competencies necessary to sustain 
current and future mission requirements and 
directly engages with Navy SOH professionals 
to assess the current workforce status, 
providing assistance with personal career 
development challenges.

NAVSAFECEN IS YOUR SAFETY ADVOCATE
• Policy, doctrine and guidance
• Safety trend communication
• Advanced analytics and sophisticated 

modeling
• Forward-looking risk assessments
• Training and education
• Multimedia products


